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<<Exhibits>>

- Screen Meister MDS-360, the screen-making machine
  - TSM, a thermal screen mask,
  - Screen Tool Box, dedicated software
- Inkjet Dye-sublimation Printing Technology

What’s Screen Meister MDS-360?

Screen Meister MDS-360 is a CtS (Computer to Screen) system which was born in our history of having produced thermal plate-making machines.

- Recording images from computer to screen mask without film, MDS-360 does not need exposure or development process.
- With more than 1,200 dpi, the world highest resolution as thermal CtS, MDS-360 offers fine quality.
- Just 1 minute to output a maximum size (360x620mm) of image, MDS-360 meets the increasing demand for custom-made goods.
- MDS-360 drastically makes it possible to save cost and shorten delivery-time comparing to usual screen-making process; besides, it is eco-friendly.
- “Thermal Screen Mask” can be used with various kind of inks such as water-based, oil-based, UV, etc.
- Better usability is provided by “Screen Tool Box” dedicated software that can be handled intuitively.

Demonstration is to be held at booth C-55 (Hall A4).

*FESPA is one of the largest events covering screen and digital wide format, textile printing and signage, which attracts more than 23,000 visitors from over 130 countries worldwide.

Contact: Graphic Systems Department, Imaging Media Division
E-mail: kanzai1@mpm.co.jp